
THE USE OF COGNITIVE DISSONANCE IN MARKETING

Your marketing strategy may contain strokes of genius, but if it doesn't address the effect of cognitive dissonance theory
in consumer behavior.

The returns and online negativity can be curbed when true influence marketing techniques are applied to this
consumer segment. You're a liberal voter or a conservative voter â€” it works equally well in both instances
and you read a newspaper article about an African-American man. Send an order confirmation email, which
research has shown results in huge open rates and bolsters consumer comfort levels. Here's an everyday
example of cognitive dissonance. Do I really need this? A prime example is the battle occurring between
Android and iOS mobile operating systems. The psychological phenomenon also occurs when a person
chooses between two equally attractive or equally unappealing options. Generally and somewhat counter
intuitively, the stronger the consumer's view that the advertising potentially opposes, the better the strategy
can work. Or you can resolve the dissonance by accepting the message and changing your behavior, meaning
you buy the shampoo. Consumers Want to be Perceived Favorably Most marketing strategies that employ
cognitive dissonance in the service of selling a product rely on our desire to be perceived favorably â€” for
example, as sophisticated, hip, knowledgeable or affluent. Obviously, you don't want to trip the wires of
cognitive dissonance in your advertising. References 2 Business Dictionary. Now go back to the three key
change states and decide if you can change their beliefs, actions or the way they perceive their actions. What
emotions are driving their pain points? In order to resolve it, you have to change your attitudes or actions and
thus the PR campaign has influenced your attitudes or behavior. Offer multiple and reputable payment
options. Another example is how dissonance can sometimes influence and alter our media consumption habits.
Liberal or conservative, you're confronted with an article that requires you to reconcile two views that oppose
each other, which is the essence of cognitive dissonance. The advertiser, of course, wants you to do the latter.
We discuss this in Influence Marketing : Influence marketing is often relegated to customer acquisition efforts,
yet the need to create advocates and social proof around a brand necessitates better engagement with existing
customers. Send a follow-up thank you email. Identifying cognitive dissonance in existing customers allows
marketers to pinpoint the micro-influencers that may help alleviate the tension and sway their belief towards a
feeling of satisfaction with the purchase and possibly even advocacy. Most consumers experience some
cognitive dissonance, even if just momentarily, after purchasing a product. This is a good example of
cognitive dissonance: Through various media channels, celebrities were used to advocate the smoking of
cigarettes, yet consumers were â€” often subconsciously â€” aware that cigarettes were bad for their health.
According to the Business Dictionary's website, the most common example of cognitive dissonance in the
business world is the occurrence of "buyer's remorse. A similar example might be learning that an advocate
for regular health screenings is later photographed puffing away on a smoke. Cognitive dissonance occurs
when information comes along that runs counter to your beliefs. Provide a money-back guarantee. You may
have seen this tactic used by luxury companies who set out to sell a lifestyle more than a specific product.
Consider this example: A new personal care brand challenges its PR company with getting consumers to buy
its natural line of tampons. When consumers feel good about purchasing a company's products, there's a lower
chance that dissonance will occur. Tip People are hardwired to seek consistency in their views and behaviors.
You might accuse these individuals of rank hypocrisy, but a more accurate term for their behavior might be
"cognitive dissonance. According to the article, he is innocent of a terrible crime but was convicted and
sentenced to die, based on what the authors describe as clearly faked evidence set up by a sheriff's department.
In terms of influence marketing we can think of it this way: What transpires in the minds of potential
consumers when a product recommendation offered by socially popular personalities or media outlets,
conflicts with preconceived notations or previous experiences with that product? We might ordinarily not buy
the product because it doesn't interest us, too expensive or for any other good reason. For example,
Android-based mobile phone manufacturers can use monitoring software and natural language processing to
discover online conversations that would indicate which groups of consumers are experiencing cognitive
dissonance that would negatively affect purchase decisions to their favor. Advertising and promotional
campaigns can help raise consumer confidence about making product purchases and reduce the chances of
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buyer's remorse that may cause consumers to return products in favor of those offered by the competition.


